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Human PlusÂ Voice Arts Award: *For Audiobook Narration - Metaphysical, Best
Voiceover*_____________________________________________________ Human Plus is Book
4 in the smash hit science fiction series. Not exactly a sequel, not exactly a prequel, Human Plus
will defy expectations. No matter what you thought was coming next, you&apos;re in for a
surprise!_____________________________________________________Just one caution: when
you&apos;re finished, you&apos;re going to want to share the surprises with everyone
online...don&apos;t! Please respect future readers and let them enjoy the surprises just as much as
you did!
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I had fun with the fourth installment to the Human Series from start to finish, there literally is not a
dull moment to be found. I so hope this series continues.If you haven't read any of this series you'll
find that following along in Human Plus is no problem and just as fun as if you have read any or all
of the series. This book can stand by itself easily and not leave a new reader confused, my guess is

you'd wind up getting the other installments after reading this, it's really a fun read. That's what I
think anyway.If you've read any of David Simpsons other books you know his 'bad guys' are really
truly bad, this book is no different. The villian in Human Plus is as bad as they come and the 'good
guys' are great people that are fun to be around and characters I'll miss for a day or three now that
I'm finished with this latest installment. I hope he's working on book five right now cause it csn't
come soon enough.i definitely recommend this book and the whole series, it's fun in many ways.
The story, the action, the ideas that science may bring some day, all fun stuff. Have fun if you do try
it, I sure did.

This is the background story to very likeable character in the post-human series; you won't guess
correctly who it is until it's revealed. This is book 4 and it's far better then post-human and
trans-human. It's more similar to sub-human in that the author dives into the same universe
expanding on it. This book starts off with the story of the smartest man and inventor in the world.
He's starting to feel the stress of being himself in a world that doesn't look toward the future like he
does. He feels limited and has trouble fitting in with the real world, he is brilliant but has a form of
high functioning Autism. He decides to break it off with his stunning girlfriend as he doesn't feel
connected to her. Then his world is turned inside out as he discovers she isn't who he though she
was. He isn't even what he thought he was. You get too see a great character overcome many
challenges and step into a white light of wonders.An angry god, a world of surprise, rejection and
the ultimate truth all combine into the story of a key character in this series.

I have been enjoying this series by David Simpson. I've switched over to science-fiction from my
usual romance novels. These books sure relieve the boredom. I'm looking forward to reading the
next one in the series. Thanks,David, your books are well-written and very entertaining.

This is pure old fashioned Sci Fi full of adventure and possibilities. Where are we headed? Is
science and technology going to save us? Are we our own worst enemies? I am really enjoying
reading everything David Simpson writes.

Another great book in the Post-Human Series. David has created a great series of books about
earth's future with AI. Can't wait for the next book in the series. Curious to see where he takes it
from here.

Well I guess the author was stuck for a story involving the main characters created in the first three
books. So he went back to a portion of the story that was lightly treated the first time around. Not
necessarily what I would have liked but well done nonetheless.So having said that it was an
interesting read all in all. Going on to the fifth and last book to see how the story of our intrepid
heroes turns out.

I have enjoyed the other books in the series, and this is no exception. And as mentioned elsewhere,
you don't need to have read the other books to enjoy this. Interesting, thought provoking, and a
page turner. I like the way David thinks, his view of possible futures is what good science fiction is
all about.

I read the trilogy first. This goes well as a stand alone but does answer some questions and fill in
the blanks that weren't covered in books 1-3. It's a fast paced book with lots of action. It's a little
hard to follow at times. Even though, after reading it, I feel like I need to go back and ready the
trilogy to fully remember how this fits in, I enjoyed the book.
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